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1 ABSTRACT
In this paper I have compared a few unsupervised and
supervised machine learning techniques to address the Job
Skills extraction challenge.
The paper proposes the application of Long Short
Term Memory [1] (LSTM) deep learning network combined
with Word Embeddings [2] to extract the relevant skills
from text documents. The approach proposed in the paper
also aims at identifying new and emerging skills that haven’t
been seen already.
I trained my model on free text corpuses from a few
online job postings, under Data Science category, and then
extended the model to other job postings from other non data
science categories, to test how the model is performing cross
category. I will also propose some tweaks that can be used to
make the model perform better on cross-category text
corpuses.

In this paper I have tried out a combination of
unsupervised and supervised machine learning techniques to
extract relevant skills from our text corpus. I have observed
significant improvements in model performance by
combining LSTM with Word Embeddings for our problem.

3 GETTING DATA
The most common datasets for this problem are User
Profiles / Resumes and Job Postings. For this problem I have
limited my training dataset to Job Postings, and under the
Data Science category.
I fetched 8 Job Postings from online job search
websites [3] that were posted under the Data Science
category. The dataset is pretty small. I used this as my
bootstrap and training dataset. The jobs have been picked at
random with no special attention paid at the Job post
content.

2 INTRODUCTION
Job Skills extraction is a challenge for Job search websites
and social career networking sites. It is a sub problem of
information extraction domain that focussed on identifying
certain parts to text in user profiles that could be matched
with the requirements in job posts. Job Skills are the
common link between Job applications, User resumes and
Job postings by companies. Identifying sills in new job
postings and new user profiles is an important problem that
can fill this gap and provide a pathway for job seekers and
hiring organisations.
The job skill extraction is often solved by
traditional techniques like matching against a static
dictionary of skills, but this approach does not extend to new
and emerging skills. Updating the dictionary can be manual
and tedious, and also needs domain experts a lot of time to
identify correct skills that map to a particular domain.

4 UNSUPERVISED AND SELF-SUPERVISED APPROACH
Initial approaches were to apply unsupervised and self
supervised learning to find patterns in the dataset with an
objective to form groups of text, to identify interesting
keywords and topics from the documents.

4.1 Topic Modelling
Topic modelling [4] is an unsupervised approach to extract
abstract topics from text documents. I identified 5 topics
from the combined text corpus created from the 8 job posts
that I collected. For each topic I further extracted 5
keywords that contributed the most to the topic. I have
added both unigrams and bigrams for this task.

domain, but the output had a lot of noise, and separating
useful skills from the noise would be a difficult task.
Tip: Word2Vec accuracy can be improved by providing
more text corpuses and more job posts.

5 SUPERVISED MODELLING APPROACH
I stopped unsupervised approaches here, and moved towards
exploring supervised learning. Supervised learning involved
creating training dataset, that we will discuss below in
section 5.2.
I researched various ways in which text corpus can
be represented in the training dataset. I did not want to do a
simple skill classifier from the dataset, because this
technique will only apply to the known skills/labels and will
not extend to new/emerging skills that we are not aware of
yet. One great approach was mentioned in the article [6] that
proposed the usage of language & grammar as training data.
5.1 Understanding grammar

Topic modelling identified the context well, along with
relevant keywords like data, science, machine, learning,
analytics etc. On the flip side, topic modelling did not
provide the complete set of relevant skill sets that we are
interested in for our problem statement.
4.2 Word Representations - Word2Vec
Word2Vec [5] is a self supervised neural network that can
identify keywords used in similar context and can be used to
extract related skills and keywords for any set of provided
keywords. The idea is to extend on top of Topic modelling.
The base keywords can be extracted from topic modelling
and all the skills and keywords used in the same context can
be extracted from Word2Vec.
I trained word2vec with the same dataset we
created from the 8 job posts. I passed a set of unique
keywords extracted from section 4.1 to get new list of skills
and keywords.

Word2Vec did a good job at identifying few skills like
python, p
 redictive, ai, analytics, sql, r, ml etc that can be
used for identifying few useful skills. On the flip side,
Word2Vec extracted more noise than useful skills, and that
makes the results undesirable. While the extracted keywords
were useful and were also representative of the Data Science

Every text corpus has a language style and associated
grammar. The grammar can be investigated to find patterns
in sentences, that can then be used to define phrases that
define our skills. I used spacy and nltk to analyse the
part-of-speech [7] of our text corpuses.
Having a look at the grammar for our text corpuses
we can see that most of our skills are represented by Noun
entities. This can be a good candidate criteria for preparing
our training dataset.

I extracted all noun phrases from our text corpuses and used
these phrases as our training dataset for the next steps.

5.2 Preparing training data
I used spacy to extract all the noun phrases from the text
corpus. I created a data set from all of these extracted
phrases.

I created a training set from this dataset by labelling the
dataset as skill or not_skill. This approach is also proposed
in the article shared in section 5 introduction. Our challenge
is to identify the relevant phrases that represent any form of
skill, and separate them out of irrelevant noun phrases. This
forms the center of our Skill extractor. The labelled dataset
is created as shown in table below. I will use this dataset for
skill/not_skill classification.

The training data was labelled manually. I created a
training dataset of ~1k such noun phrases. The phrases were
labelled by plain intuition and not by domain expertise.
There are few phrases like ‘proven ability to influence
technical leaders’ which represent a skill, but were labelled
as non-skill since there were no data science related
tools/tokens mentioned in the phrase.
5.3 Word Embeddings + Convolution
A simple word embeddings based classifier (diagram below)
was trained on our newly prepared dataset from 5.2. New
noun phrases are created from a new job post that we want
to extract skills from. The new noun phrases are checked
against our model. All the phrases classified as skill are then
selected for noun keyword extraction. These are our
extracted skills.

The word embedding were able to extract a lot of useful
skills from the job post.
5.4 LSTM + Word embeddings
LSTM is a deep learning technique which is very popular
with text data. Using the word embeddings along with
LSTM improves the accuracy of the skill classification and
also extracts a lot more keywords from the same job post
used in section 5.3.

6 COMPARING RESULTS
LSTM combined with Word embeddings provided us the
best results on the same test job posts. The training data was
also a very small dataset and still provided very decent
results in Skill extraction. More data would improve the
accuracy of the model.
Approach

Accuracy

Pros

Cons

Topic
modelling

n/a

Few good
keywords

Very
limited
Skills
extracted

Word2Vec

n/a

More Skills
extracted
compared to
Topic
Modelling

Lot of noise
introduced

Word
embeddings

Test
accuracy 0.6803

Lot of
relevant
skills
extracted.

Still misses
some skills

Test
accuracy 0.7658

Best skill
extraction.

Skills extracted via word embeddings network:

Skills extracted via LSTM + Word embeddings network:

8 LIMITATIONS OF MODEL
Since the core training dataset for the model is Noun
phrases, if our job post doesn’t follow the same language
structure the model performance would be worse. Lot of job
posts are represented by Verb phrases, and in that case we
would have to create a new training dataset with verb
phrases and create a new model.
The LSTM based model also has a very small
amount of noise extracted, eg. requirements, empty quotes
etc.These can be avoided by adding some text cleanup or
keywords cleanup.

No extra
feature
engineering
for curating
training
data.
LSTM +
Embeddings

written in similar language structure where Skills were
represented by Noun phrases.

Best so far

No extra
feature
engineering
for curating
training
data.

7 EXTENDING TO DIFFERENT JOB CATEGORY
The model was trained on Data Science category and I
wanted to test the same model on categories other than Data
Science.
The same model was applied to a Civil Engineer
job post and the results were very satisfying. The reason for
the consistent accuracy of the model is because of the same
grammar structure of the job post. All these job posts were

9 FUTURE WORK
Future scope would be to try out the techniques on Job
profiles defined by verb phrases. Another future task is to try
Sentence embeddings [8] instead of Word embeddings to see
if it can generalise for multiple cross job categories.

10 CONCLUSION
LSTM and Word embeddings are a powerful and simple
way to extract useful information from our text corpuses.
The network was able to provide decent results by training
on a very small dataset and can be extended to other job
categories.
The model also doesn’t use a static list of Job
Skills, or a static Skill classifier. This enables the model to
pick up new skills rather than being limited to a set of
known skills.
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